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We have just finished what would have to be a 
first for a community theatre group; three 
different plays (all by the one Shakespeare) 
presented by three community theatre 
companies on the same stage.
 
The effort put in by so many people was 
outstanding and very much appreciated. Special 
thankyous must go to Don Allen who spent hours 
and hours plotting and setting the lights for all 
three plays (not to mention arranging to borrow a 
number of lights);  Richard Coleman and his 
many helpers including John Hillan for building 
the set; Adrian Ashman for the painting of the set; 
Jacqui Ashman who was at nearly every  show 
looking after the front of house; Gwynne and 
Claire Marshall for looking after the ticket sales 
(and Gwynne for staying back after every show 
to clean the dressing rooms and Kitchen so that 
the next show in had a clean area to work in!). 

Also a big thank you to the many Bar and Front of 

Hi to fellow Marloovians.

As you can see there has been a shift in editors 
for the Marloovian, Douglas standing down after 
several years in the chair. Douglas, in 
conjunction with Alan Morris has taken our little 
publication to another level. A full colour 
magazine, well designed and now available by 
email or in print version - big shoes to fill indeed! 
So Marjan and I, knowing nothing about 
publishing, are your interim editors. A huge 
thanks to Alan Morris again, who is holding us up 
when we stumble.

April proved to be a very busy month with the 
production of the Shakespeare Festival. It was a 
fantastic success and much of this issue is 
dedicated to discussion about the festival. 
Marloo is so fortunate to have such a wonderful 
venue and the dedicated people necessary to 
run such an ambitious project. I must take this 
opportunity to mention Douglas for the incredible 
amount of work he personally put into the 
staging of the festival, and also for his dedication 
to the role of production manager over the past 
few years. Have a good rest Douglas.

So this carnival is over and we move on to the 

From the pen of the president..

House people that helped out over the month.

And, finally, a big thank you to Douglas 
Sutherland-Bruce who was the Festival 
organiser and put in many hours with the other 
two theatres to make this such a successful 
event.

Thank you to Garrick and KADS theatre for your 
support and help during the festival. 

The three plays were of all a very high standard 
the feedback from the audience was excellent.

thThe festival finished on Sunday 27  with a 
fantastic turn out for bump out then a BBQ for all 
involved - thanks to Joe and Rod for doing the 
cooking and everyone else for their 
contributions. 

Rob Warner

Editorial comments..

next production which sounds hilarious, then the 
one act play season. We Marloovians are really 
fortunate to be members of a really vibrant 
theatre group. Yo!!!

Marjan and Iain



A few words from the festival director..

The captains and the kings have departed, the 
piper paid, the fat lady has sung and the Festival 
of Shakespeare is now in the past as indeed as 
is Shakespeare himself.

 In looking at the results and residue of the 
Festival we first have to look at what we were 
hoping to achieve before we can gauge our 
measure of success.  

 Our first aim was that we should incur no loss 
and hopefully make a profit.  We felt that 
occupancy of 50% over the Festival was 
achievable if a trifle optimistic, given that it's 
Shakespeare in a year of Shakespeare 
product ions and Community Theatre 
Shakespeare at that.  In the event we almost 
certainly finished up (I don't have final figures) at 
about 57%, which is a pretty remarkable result.  
Four performances were completely sold out 
and many others very well attended.

 I am given to understand that the whole festival 
is in the black, but I have no idea by how much 
and frankly am not that concerned provided that 
we have made no loss because the other goals 
were met triumphantly and profit wasn't any 
where near the most important.  If it had been, 
we would have charged more for the tickets.

 What were the other goals?  Most importantly 
was the delivery of a varied and quality 
programme of Shakespeare and in that the 
three clubs were hugely successful, despite or 
possibly even  because of  the  variety of plays

 and styles offered to the public.

 A comedy, a tragedy and a history presented in 
traditional, fantasy and modern dress with three 
directors who differ widely in approach would 
seem to be a gamble, but in effect it simply 
appears to have offered something for all tastes.

 As part of this Shakespeare year the Bell 
Shakespeare Company ran an informal poll for 
people to vote for their favourite play of the 
Bard's.  I wish we had seen these results a 
couple of years ago – because they were 
surprising.  I would have guessed Romeo and 
Juliet, Hamlet or Merchant of Venice as being 
tops, but no.  The two most popular in Australia 
are Macbeth and A Midsummer Night's Dream 
which was fortunate for us.  Othello, which is a 
greater challenge artistically, didn't feature, but 
we always knew going in that it was going to be a 
difficult sell.  

 But it is important that actors and directors work 
with material that engages them and important 
for us, as a Festival, that we offer a somewhat 
more challenging play for those audiences who 
want to see something not often performed.  
Many of the audiences we attracted saw two or 
more of the plays and that was good and, most 
importantly, we attracted a good deal of school 
age audience.

 As director of Macbeth it would be inappropriate 
of me to make critical judgements on any of the 
plays, but I will say  that  the  reviews  published 



 were uniformly excellent and some very 
complimentary indeed.

 More important was the chats I and others had 
with audience members during and after 
performances which were most encouraging.

Another objective was to raise the profile of the 
three clubs in the public conscious and to 
spread the word about the Marloo Theatre's 
existence and in this we were magnificently 
successful.  With a judicious blend of 
advertising, social media, editorials, radio and 
free website coverage we spread the word and 
a very large number of people said they had 
never been to, often never heard of, Marloo 
Theatre before and had never been to one of 
our productions.   Of those asked, many said 
they would come back again and were pleased 
with their experience.

 A side effect not intended but welcome is that a 
large number of actors who had never been to 
our theatre were exposed to Marloo and have 
said they will audition for future productions and 
that will always be good for the Darlington 
Theatre Player's future.

Part of what made the festival so successful was 
the planning and work that went into the 
production well before 2013's auditions and 
here I must thank the President and Executive 
Committee for their ready acceptance of the 
whole idea and their whole-hearted support and 
encouragement of the Festival physically, 
morally or both.

The set, originally conceived by Richard 
Coleman was the product of a great deal of work 
by Richard and his merry band of builders and 
painters.

The managers of Front of House, Bar and 
Booking had enormous workloads and long, 
long hours and came to every single one of the 
twenty-seven performances.  Food, snacks, 
soft and hard drinks had to be ordered, 
unpacked and arranged, rosters had to be set 
up including volunteers from the other two clubs 
and they had to be flexible enough to cover 
contingencies.

The Booking Manager, Gwyne, aided by 
George Boyd, had to learn new skills to cope 
with the TryBooking site which was used for all 
bookings.

Each theatre used their own technicians for 
lights and sound but Don Allen did all the lighting 
setting for all three plays using ShowCue and 
lending us many hours of his time, the 
experience gained over his working lifetime and 

a deal of his own equipment 
for which he took no 
payment of any kind.  
Personally and on behalf of 
the DTP I thank him and acknowledge the huge 
debt of gratitude we owe him.
A huge thank you also, to the ladies of Verge 
Studio, who took the head shots of all three 
productions so beautifully as well as photos of 
some of the rehearsals.

So, together with a massive thank you to all 
involved, I would like to think that what we set 
out to achieve, we achieved, financially, 
critically and with grace.

If pressed for a final word I would suggest that, if 
a Festival is attempted again in the future, under 
no circumstances should the Festival director 
ever be allowed to also direct one of the plays.
Douglas

A huge thank you too, to the ladies of Verge 
Studio, who took the head shots of all three 
productions so beautifully as well as photos of 
some of the rehearsals.



A few words from the production manager..

1.

Production report
What a fantastic Shakespeare festival! Such an ambitious idea and what a success. 
I was so proud to be part of DTP as I sat enthralled by "Macbeth". Such a relevant message still for today 
with its tale of the perils of unbridled ambition. 
Brilliant performances all round.
I was also blown away by the slick direction, outstanding ensemble work and comic characterisations in 
Garrick's "A Midsummer Nights Dream".
KADS tackled "Othello" to round of a fabulous trio.
I feel quite in awe of such talent as I prepare for our next production but with a cast from heaven I think we 
are going to blow the audience away!
The Farndale Avenue Housing Estate Townswomens Guild dramatic Society's Production of Macbeth will 
not quite the Macbeth you're used to but it will make you laugh til you cry.
Then its racing on to the One Act Season and our very own Hills One Act Festival. Never a dull moment. 
See you at the theatre!
2.

Scripts Scripts Scripts
DTP's production Committee are calling for scripts for next year. 
All members who are keen to direct a masterpiece should send their scripts to 
Gail Palmer at 5 Allan Place Darlington 6070 - Enquiries to Gail on 9252 0665 or 0422621811
3.

Youth Theatre
Both the Executive and the Production Committee are keen to build up and support our Youth Theatre.
We envisage a series of workshops over the summer and a youth production early in 2015
If you are between 10 and 18 and want to take part in future events or feel you can help us with the 
organisation of our youth group, please email Gail at 
4.

Social Evenings
The Production Committee are keen to hear from you with ideas for our club nights. 
Would you like a BBQ night, Wine and Cheese evening, Quiz night, talent contest, film night, jam session, 
workshop evening or what!
Please bounce your ideas to Gail at 
 
Gail Palmer

Gail Palmer is keen to hear from someone who will be happy to play the piano at the opening of "Farndale" 
or more precisely "The Farndale Avenue Housing Estate Womans Guild Dramatic Society's production of 
Macbeth". 
The person will play the introduction in a short comedic role.
Call Gail on 0410 541 379 or email her at 
 
Back stage crew needed!
Farndale needs the help of two strong back stage people to help our marvellous stage manager. Must be 
happy to be caught on stage!!!
 
Please call Gail 9252 0665 or email at 
 

gvpalmer@myacn.net.au

gvpalmer@myacn.net.au

gvpalmer@myacn.net.au

gvpalmer@myacn.net.au

Wanted Dead or Alive but preferably alive "Piano Player"

http://gvpalmer@myacn.net.au
http://gvpalmer@myacn.net.au
http://gvpalmer@myacn.net.au
http://gvpalmer@myacn.net.au


Hello everyone, I'm back again in the role of Publicity person and hopefully I'll be catching up with some of you 
as our productions progress throughout the year. The recent season of Shakespeare's Macbeth, Othello and A 
Midsummer Night's Dream was a resounding success and it was wonderful to see the classics on stage once 
more.
Our next production has a similar Shakespearean theme in as much as it has “Macbeth” in the title – but this 

play will deliver considerably more laughs! It is entitled:

The Farndale Avenue Housing Estate Townswomen's Guild Dramatic 
Society's Production of Macbeth 

By David McGillivray and Walter Zerlin Jr
It is being directed by the inimitable Gail Palmer, whose parents, Ena and Phil Harris, began our highly esteemed 
Darlington Theatre Players over fifty years ago. 

The Farndale Avenue Housing Estate Townswomen's Guild Dramatic Society's Production of Macbeth. The Ladies guild has been 

working hard for nine months to put on a remarkable production of Macbeth for the local drama competition but....you guessed it! 

Everything that can go wrong does go wrong! Vanishing actresses, broken legs, confused directors and stage fright all combine to 

produce a show of hilarious laughs. Don't miss it!

Venue: Marloo Theatre, Marloo Road, Greenmount

Dates: 4 July – 19 July

Time: 8pm and 2pm matinees*

Fri 4, Sat 5, Sun 6*, Wed 9, Fri 11, Sat 12, Sun13*, Wed 16, Fri 18, Sat 19

Tickets: Adults $20, Concession/child $18, Members $16

Family 2ad+2ch $65

Bookings: Gwyne 9255 1783

A few words from the publicity manager..

Sallie





Sallie Ketteringham

Submissions to mimartin@westnet.com.au  


